
STAFF PICKS
Amy's Favorites

A Cat CafeA Cat Cafe
ChristmasChristmas
by Codi Gary

A veterinarian with a
floundering cat adoption cafe
accepts an offer from an
annoyingly smart and

frustratingly bossy marketing guru to help
promote her business and fails at keeping
their relationship strictly professional.

The Maid : a novelThe Maid : a novel
by Nita Prose
When she discovers the dead
body of the infamous and
wealthy Charles Black in his
suite, hotel maid Molly Gray
finds her orderly life upended
as she becomes the prime
suspect in the case and is

caught in a web of deception that she has no
idea how to unravel.

Written in RedWritten in Red
by Anne Bishop

Blood prophet Meg Corbyn,
who can see the future when
her skin is cut, escapes
enslavement by her Controller
and teams up with shape-
shifter Simon Wolfgard, who

employs her as a Human Liaison.
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The MitfordThe Mitford
Murders /Murders /
: A Mystery: A Mystery
by Jessica Fellowes
A Golden Age-style mystery
based on a real unsolved
murder and written by the
best-selling author of the

official companion novels to the Downton
Abbey series follows the experiences of a
lady's maid to the youngest of three wealthy
sisters in an Oxfordshire countryside manor,
whose dark secrets implicate them in a
murder.

People PersonPeople Person
by Candice Carty-Williams

"Dimple Pennington knows of her
half siblings, but she doesn't
really know them. Five people
who don't have anything in
common except for faint
memories of being driven

through Brixton in their dad's gold jeep, and some
pretty complex abandonment issues. Dimple has
bigger things to think about. She's thirty, and her
life isn't really going anywhere. An aspiring lifestyle
influencer with a terrible and wayward boyfriend,
Dimple's life has shrunk to the size of a phone
screen. And despite a small but loyal following,
she's never felt more alone in her life. That is, until
a dramatic event brings her half siblings Nikisha,
Danny, Lizzie, and Prynce crashing back into her
life. And when they're all forced to reconnect with
Cyril Pennington, the absent father they never
really knew, things get even more complicated"

Mentor Public Library
8215 Mentor Ave.

Mentor, Ohio 44060 | 440-255-8811
www.mentorpl.org
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